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Blast clean with Elgi compressors
Elgi has been an active partner in offering compressed air solutions for major projects in the GCC. Over the years, Elgi
has specialized and surpassed competition in the domain of sand blasting industry.
Recently, Elgi has won a single largest order from Abhudabi Coating
WLL for the supply of diesel powered compressors for sand blasting in
the UAE. These portable compressors are used for surface cleaning of
steel surfaces, which is mostly done by sand blasting. Finely ground
sand mixed with compressed air is sprayed on the surface at a high
speed. The rough surfaces thus created also aids easy coating and
painting. This application requires large volume of air at adequate
pressure to efficiently operate the sand blast equipment. The turnkey
competence of Elgi compressors served as the vital reason in procuring
this order from WLL. Elgi compressors have been designed to offer high
reliability, durability and serviceability while minimizing environmental
impact.
Elgi has also procured other UAE contracts from prestigious clients, such
as Al Reyami Technical Services and Al.Garhoud Engineering, for diesel
powered portable compressors. Al Reyami is one of the largest
compressors hiring company for sand blasting application in UAE with a
huge fleet of air compressors operating in Dubai. The award of these
contracts worth US $ 157,000 underlines Elgi’s market leadership in the
Gulf region.
In another major deal, Elgi has won the supply contract for delivery of portable compressors from Marine Engineering
Services, which is one of the largest shipbuilders in Sharjah. With most shipyards performing sand blasting for steel
surfacing and painting, Elgi air compressors covers every demand of the global sand blasting industry with its outstanding
performance.
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